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AcosO, where 8 is the angle between the normal of A and 
B. If cos0 is constant, this method allows the measure- 
ment of A. In the second method, IP, the magnetic field 
is created by the alternative current (i) passing through 
the coil itself. Because the magnetic field depends itself 
on the size of the coil (any element dl of the wire creates, 
at the distance r, a field dB = &d1/4r?), B is not 
uniform and changes with distortions of the coil. Con- 
sequently 6 = JJAB dA is not a priori proportional to 
A. This method cannot directly give the area A as the 
previous one. This is why Goldberg and Goldberg (7) 
describe this method as being only qualtitative. 

For small variations in A (AA), as during quiet breath- 
ing, IP could give an approximate value if the magnetic 
field in the domain AA did not change too much when 
the coil was moving during breathing (i.e., A# = B= AA). 
To pursue this qualitative concept, we first studied ele- 
mentary planar loops without a wavy pattern (circle, 
square, or rectangle) for which formulas exist relating 4 
or 4/i = L (which is the self-inductance of the coil) to 
the dimensions of the loop. For complex shapes with a 
wavy pattern, as in practical devices, a computer analysis 
will be necessary. 

Let us consider, for example, a circular loop of radius 
a, made with a wire of radius p, the self-inductance of 
which is given by the formula (28) 

L = Poa[ldWP) - WI if a >> p (1) 
p. is the permeability of medium. For a given value of p, 
L varies only with the variable a. Consequently, from the 
measurement of L, exact values of a, perimeter p = %a, 
or area A = ra2 could be obtained. For small variations 
Aa, AL, is almost proprotional to Ap because of the slow 
variation of the Napierian logarithm (In) term. For Aa = 
1 cm, a = -15 cm and p = 0.025 cm, the nonlinearity 
induces an error of <0.5%. L can also be expressed in 
function of the included area A by the formula 

L = Po-mal~[~JPl - 7/4) (2) 
In this case, the relationship between L and A allows A 
to be calculated from L, but it is almost quadratic (A = 
kL2). This nonlinearity induces an error seven times 
larger (3.5%) than the one calculated in the previous 
case. 

If the wire is bent into a rectangular loop with sides a 
and b and diagonal d = (a2 + b2)“, the self-inductance is 
given by the formula (2,8) 
L = po/?r(a ln[2ab/p(a + d)] + b ln[2ab/p(b + d)] (3) 

+ 2d - 7/4(a + b)) 

L is a function of the two variables a and b; L can also 
be expressed as a function of their ratio r = a/b and 
product A = ab 

L = pg/?T a{(& + l/&)ln(2fi/p) 

- &ln[& + m)] 
- l/& ln[l/& + mr)] 

(4) 

+ 2m) - 7/4(& + l/&)J 
In this case, as in the general case, L depends on the 
shape of the loop. It is only when the shape is maintained 

constant that the relationship between L and A allows A 
to be calculated from L as in the studied circular case. 
The nonlinearity effect then has the same order of mag- 
nitude (~3.5%). When the shape changes, i.e., when the 
ratio r changes, the relationship between L and A changes 
also. For a given L (AL, = 0), the error induced in an area 
measurement of ~500 cm2 is 41 cm2 (8%) for r varying 
from 1 to 0.5 and 19 cm2 (4%) for r varying from 0.6 to 
0.5. If the shape is close to a square (r = l), the effect of 
r on L is zero. 

In conclusion, even for elementary shapes of the coil 
(without wavy or zigzag side formations), L is not only a 
function of the contained cross-sectional area A but also 
of the shape of this area. The relationship between AL, 
and AA depends on this shape. It remains for this rela- 
tionship to be studied in the more realistic case, i.e., 
when the coil used is composed of wavy formations that 
allow expansion of the belt during breathing. 

EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

The experimental and computed relationships between 
self-inductance of coils and areas included inside are 
discussed here. The coils of constant wire length (2 m) 
are placed on cylindrical surfaces. The cylinders cross 
sections are elliptical or rectangular (Fig. - 1). The wavy 
configuration of the wire lying on a cylinder permits 
expansion of the cylinder cross-sectional perimeter. 
Based on the wavy pattern definition, two cases have 
been identified, the measurements and calculations for 
well-defined wavy patterns (triangular waves or sine- 
waves) and the measurements made with a real belt 
(Respitrace) disposed on geometric m .odels . To simplify, 
well-defined geometric cross-sections, such as rectangles 
and ellipses have been chosen. These results are applied 
to the physiological field using data which are obtained 
from a reported computed tomography experiment. 

Determination of Domain of Physiological Cross Sections 

Computerized tomographies of the rib cage and abdo- 
men of one of us (age 35 yr, height 1.80 m, weight 60 kg) 
have been used to measure the laterolateral (LL) and 

FIG. 1. Drawing of a wavy coil stretched on a rectangular prism. It 
shows 2 studied relative positions of wavy zigzag pattern. 8, angle 
between half a wave segment and its neighbor; AZ, half-wave length. 
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Fig. 3. The respiration sensor signal during rest

Fig. 4. The respiration sensor signal before and after human
stands from the sitting position

Fig. 5. The respiration sensor signal not processed (above) and
processed with the IIR filters (below)

The infinite impulse response high pass filter
application for a deviation from isoline suppression is not
acceptable. The high pass filters cut off frequency is 0,01-
0,05 Hz for the respiration rate signal [3]. The filter
oscillations occur and they could be in the same amplitude
range and in the same frequency band as a respiration rate
signal. Such example is presented in the Fig. 5. The filtered
signal oscillations with relation to respiration rate signal
amplitude and frequency occurs while a respiration is
stopped.

Fig. 6. The respiration sensor signal during walking

A detection of the signal minimums and maximums is
one way for the problem solution. The method must be
applied deliberately because some motions also induce the
peaks in the respiration signal (Fig. 6).

Signal preprocessing

The method for detection of the distinctive points
based on the peak detection is used. Peaks could be
induced by the human motions also (fig. 6). The moving
average filter [4] is used for suppression of these peaks
(fig. 7):
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where y is the output value; x is the input value, N is the
order of the moving average filter; n is the index of the
recent value.

The frequency f response H(f) of the moving average
filter is [5]:
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Fig. 7. The respiration sensor signal not processed (above) and
processed by moving average filter (below)

The filter filters the noises, but some small noise peaks
are left. Suppression of the noise peaks could be increased
by increasing the filter order. The filter order must not be
too high, because such filter suppresses the respiration
signal especially if the respiration rate is relatively high.
The alternative solution is application of the adaptive filter,
which order depends on a respiration rate: if the respiration
rate increases, the filter order is decreased and vice versa.

Respiration rate evaluation algorithm

The algorithm (Fig. 8) for the distinctive points of the
respiration rate (inhaling and exhaling maximums and
minimums) detection was created, evaluating the specifics
of the respiration rate signal. The algorithm could be
applied for the respiration rate detection in a real time.

The peak detection is based on the difference Δ
change from positive to negative or vice versa detection:

� � � � � �jnynyn �� ' , (3)

where Δ(n) is the recent difference of a the marginal peak
detection window values, y(n) is the current value of the
respiration rate signal amplitude and y(n-j) is the signal
amplitude value obtained before the time interval tw:

jTtw � , (4)
where T is the period of discretization, j is the length of
peak detection window, expressed by a number of
discretized signal values.
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Fig. 7. ECG measurements (a) using gel electrode and circuit from Fig. 2 without active right leg drive and bootstrapped amplifier; (b) using gel
electrodes and circuit from Fig. 2 without active right leg drive; (c) using gel electrodes and circuit from Fig. 2; (d) through (f) same as (a) through (c),
using Textrodes.

but that the measured inductance variation is a complicated
function of the shape and the length of the loop. Most
studies reported that, for long term monitoring, when one
is only interested in respiration rate, there is no significant
difference between the strain gauges measurements and
inductance plethysmography.
We present a fabric sensor, called the ‘Respibelt’, which

can replace the conventional respiration measurement meth-
ods. The Respibelt is made of a stainless steel yarn, knitted
in a Lycra-containing belt, providing an adjustable stretch
(Fig. 8). By placing the Respibelt as a coil around the ab-
domen or thorax, circumference and length changes of the
Respibelt, caused by breathing, result both in an induc-
tance and resistance variation. In this way, both changes
in perimeter and cross-section are measured. Fig. 9 shows
the resistance and inductance variation of the Respibelt as

Fig. 8. Detail of the Respibelt respiration sensor.

a function of the length. The gauge factor of the resistor
is measured to be –0.53. The negative value indicates that
stretching the Respibelt results in a resistance decrease.
This decrease in resistance is caused by the tightening of the
nooses of the knitted structure under stretch. The inductance
variation due to stretch of the Respibelt is 0.05!H/cm. The
general expression for the inductance Lcoil of single turn
coil [15], given by formula (7), can be adapted and fitted
to the measurement results, taking into account the linear
approximation (8) for the relation between the coil diameter
D and the wire diameter d. This results in formula (9).

Lcoil = 0.0063D
!

2.303 log10

!

8D
d

"

− 2+ µδ

"

(7)

8D
d

≈ αl2 + βl + γ (8)

LRespibelt = 0.0046l log10
#

al2 + bl+ c
$

(9)

where D is the coil diameter, d the wire diameter, l the coil
length, µ the magnetic permeability, δ the skin effect factor
and α, β, γ , a, b, c are the fitting parameters.
Next to this empiric approach, the Respibelt structure is

simulated using different software packages. Fasthenry [16]
is used for the finite element simulation of the Respibelt
inductance, whereas Weftknit [17] is used for a qualitative
study of the strain gauge effect. The qualitative approach of
the Weftknit software gives an explanation for the negative
strain gauge (Fig. 10): when stretch is applied to the Respi-
belt (which is during breathing in), the nooses of the knitting
structure tighten. This results in a better conductive contact
between the nooses and thus a lower resistance.

RESPIBELT		M.	Catrysse	et	al.	Sensors	and	Actuators	A	114,	pp	302-311	(2004)	

stainless	steel	yarn	

Steel	cylindrical	coil	
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Fig. 9. Resistance and inductance variation of the Respibelt as a function
of elongation. The Respibelt rest length l0 is 60 cm. For respiration
measurements, the Respibelt is applied on the abdomen with a pre-strain
of 0.5 to avoid the strong non-linearities at low strain levels.

3.2. Interface circuit

To combine these two effects in a single read-out system,
the Respibelt is used as a part of an XOR-oscillator of which
the resonance frequency depends on both its inductance
and resistance (Fig. 10). The reference oscillator (XOR 1)
of Fig. 11 is tuned to 2.5MHz, whereas the measurement

Fig. 10. Weftknit simulation of the Respibelt structure.

Fig. 11. Read-out circuit for the Respibelt.

oscillator (XO2 & Respibelt) runs at a frequency of approx-
imately 2.2MHz. The sensitivity of the Respibelt results in
3070Hz/cm. The measurement signal is downconverted by
XOR3 and the filter to a frequency of about 300 kHz. With a
circumference variation of about 2 cm due to breathing, the
frequency-modulated signal is converted to a digital signal
by a counter or an analog signal by a frequency-to-voltage
(F–V) converter. After demodulation, additional digital or
analog filtering is necessary, to eliminate motion artifacts
and drift. In Fig. 12, some typical measurement results
are depicted. For the demodulation, a counter and an IIR
2nd order Chebychev bandpass filter are used, with cut off
frequencies of 0.03 and 0.4Hz.

4. Wireless power and bi-directional data transmission

To transmit the recorded data from the Textrodes and the
Respibelt wirelessly from the suit to a base station, an exist-
ing inductive link [18] is adapted and integrated in the suit.
The inductive link, consisting of two coils, is able to transmit
bi-directional data at a bit rate of 60 kbit/s. Simultaneously,
50mW can be wirelessly transmitted from the base station
to the suit. The primary (base station) coil is integrated in a
mattress, the secondary coil is embroidered on the suit. In
this way, data can be transmitted and power transferred to
the wearable electronics while the patient lies down on his
bed. This power transfer ensures continuous operation of the
system and can also be used to recharge the battery. Fig. 13
shows the secondary coil. It concerns a 6 turns spiral induc-
tor with a diameter of 12.5 cm, consisting of stainless steel
yarn, with an inductance of 2.9!H and a quality factor of
0.72 at 700 kHz. The inductive link operates within a maxi-
mal coil separation range of 6 cm at a frequency of 700 kHz.
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Fig. 9. Resistance and inductance variation of the Respibelt as a function
of elongation. The Respibelt rest length l0 is 60 cm. For respiration
measurements, the Respibelt is applied on the abdomen with a pre-strain
of 0.5 to avoid the strong non-linearities at low strain levels.

3.2. Interface circuit

To combine these two effects in a single read-out system,
the Respibelt is used as a part of an XOR-oscillator of which
the resonance frequency depends on both its inductance
and resistance (Fig. 10). The reference oscillator (XOR 1)
of Fig. 11 is tuned to 2.5MHz, whereas the measurement

Fig. 10. Weftknit simulation of the Respibelt structure.

Fig. 11. Read-out circuit for the Respibelt.

oscillator (XO2 & Respibelt) runs at a frequency of approx-
imately 2.2MHz. The sensitivity of the Respibelt results in
3070Hz/cm. The measurement signal is downconverted by
XOR3 and the filter to a frequency of about 300 kHz. With a
circumference variation of about 2 cm due to breathing, the
frequency-modulated signal is converted to a digital signal
by a counter or an analog signal by a frequency-to-voltage
(F–V) converter. After demodulation, additional digital or
analog filtering is necessary, to eliminate motion artifacts
and drift. In Fig. 12, some typical measurement results
are depicted. For the demodulation, a counter and an IIR
2nd order Chebychev bandpass filter are used, with cut off
frequencies of 0.03 and 0.4Hz.

4. Wireless power and bi-directional data transmission

To transmit the recorded data from the Textrodes and the
Respibelt wirelessly from the suit to a base station, an exist-
ing inductive link [18] is adapted and integrated in the suit.
The inductive link, consisting of two coils, is able to transmit
bi-directional data at a bit rate of 60 kbit/s. Simultaneously,
50mW can be wirelessly transmitted from the base station
to the suit. The primary (base station) coil is integrated in a
mattress, the secondary coil is embroidered on the suit. In
this way, data can be transmitted and power transferred to
the wearable electronics while the patient lies down on his
bed. This power transfer ensures continuous operation of the
system and can also be used to recharge the battery. Fig. 13
shows the secondary coil. It concerns a 6 turns spiral induc-
tor with a diameter of 12.5 cm, consisting of stainless steel
yarn, with an inductance of 2.9!H and a quality factor of
0.72 at 700 kHz. The inductive link operates within a maxi-
mal coil separation range of 6 cm at a frequency of 700 kHz.
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Characteristics	of	a	knitted	coil	

K.	Fobelets	et	al,	IEEE	Sensors	Journal	19(18),	pp.	7835	–	7840	(2019)	

Knitting	in	the	round	
Continuity	of	current	flow	
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Knit	requirements:	round	knit,	thin	insulated	metal	wire	and	N	small	

R ≈ ρCu
A × l × N + ρCu

A ×2× dn × Ns (l,dn )× N

Classical coil Wales in knit 
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Characteristics	of	a	knitted	coil	
K.	Fobelets	et	al,	IEEE	Sensors	Journal	19(18),	pp.	7835	–	7840	(2019)	
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Influence	of	the	stitch	type	
Course: cfr. helical coil 

Wale: contribution ≈ 0 but overlap 
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Influence	of	knit	parameters	on	
stretch	response	
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Sensitivity:	ΔL/ΔD	



Simulated	breathing	with	baby	romper	
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Conclusions	
•  A	round	knit	with	thin	Cu	insulated	wire	and	yarn:	

–  Behaves	as	a	helical	coil	
–  Retains	drape,	elasticity	and	wearability	
–  Does	not	require	electrical	contacts	at	seams	
–  Gives	reproducible	characteristics	
–  Gives	linear	response	

•  Rib	knits	give	the	highest	inductance	but	stockinette	the	
highest	sensitivity	

•  The	combination	with	elastic	yarn	is	the	best	choice	for	
inductive	plethysmography.	

•  Feasibility	as	inductive	breathing	sensor	for	babies	
demonstrated.	

•  Improvement	of	the	electrical	conductivity	of	the	thin	
conductor	is	required	for	improving	performance.	
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